Option Circuits and parts for 2 and 3 Amp Versions

Chatter Removal Option
(See Datasheet)

Remove to kill all LED power

Remove R61 or R62 if external SMBus Power is Used.
Remove R71 and R72 if external SMBus pullups are provided.

CUSTOMER NOTICE
LINEAR TECHNOLOGY HAS MADE A BEST EFFORT TO DESIGN A CIRCUIT THAT MEETS CUSTOMER-SUPPLIED SPECIFICATIONS; HOWEVER, IT REMAINS THE CUSTOMER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO VERIFY PROPER AND RELIABLE OPERATION IN THE ACTUAL APPLICATION. COMPONENT SUBSTITUTION AND MODIFIED CIRCUIT BOARD LAYOUT MAY SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE OR RELIABILITY. CONTACT LINEAR TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS ENGINEERING FOR ASSISTANCE.

The circuit is protected by one or more U.S. patents and/or other intellectual property rights granted or pending in other countries. Use is subject to the terms and conditions of sale shown on the Linear Technology Data Sheet for the product and the Linear Technology Terms of Sale at http://www.linear.com/page/0308.cfm. Sales of Linear Technology products with no applicable Linear Technology patent or intellectual property rights granted or pending are offered solely upon the terms and conditions of sale shown on the applicable Linear Technology Data Sheet for such products.